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MINUTES OF MEETING
GRIFFIN LAKES COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT DISTRICT

The regular meeting of the Board of Supervisors of the Griffin Lakes Community Development District was held on Thursday, May 13, 2021 at 12:30 p.m. at the Villas at Harbor Isles HOA offices, 2317 Clipper Place, Fort Lauderdale, Florida.   In order to reduce the risk of COVID-19 and transmission of the virus, members of the public were encouraged to attend and participate in the meeting utilizing the following call-in information 1-(646) 749-3122, Access Code: 783-020-405.

Present and constituting a quorum were:

Teresa West Linda Armstrong Benny Barak Madeline DiComo Danielle Christie
 Chairman
Vice Chairman (by phone) Assistant Secretary Assistant Secretary Assistant Secretary


Also present were:

Juliana Duque Ginger Wald Glen Hanks Harry Goldberg Jay Gaines
 District Manager District Counsel
District Engineer (by phone) HOA Property Manager
JW Gaines, CPA, PL


FIRST ORDER OF BUSINESS	Call to Order and Roll Call
Ms. Duque called the meeting to order and called the roll.
Ms. Duque: Just for the record of today's meeting, I would like to mention to the Board that even though the agenda appears to be sent by Juliana, it was actually sent by lnframark. I requested them to add certain items that I wanted to discuss today, that was actually my involvement with the entire agenda package.
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SECOND ORDER OF BUSINESS	Public Comment
Ms. Duque: Let's move forward to public comments, are there any public comments at this time? Actually, there are no comments because there is no public present today.

THIRD ORDER OF BUSINESS	District Manager's Report
	Discussion of Aquatic Treatment Report
	Discussion of Lake Concerns
	Discussion of Landscape Agreement

Ms. Duque: Let's move forward to District Manager's report, and as I mentioned to the Board before we started the meeting, we do have present today, Glen and Jay, and I would like to present those two items first, so that we give them the opportunity to be up front in our meeting. So, let's move forward with discussion of lake concerns, and we do have Glen our District engineer present today for the Board, and looking back to the requests made by the Board of Supervisors during the last meeting, in some of the reports there is a lake concern, there is a concern with erosion. I came to the property, and you can see the pictures attached to your agenda package and I visited the lakes with Harry and Linda. I also received a call from Teri who expressed to me some of the situations and what the District faced or discussed. Through this process I got in contact with Glen, who is your District engineer and talked to him a little bit of what has taken place. So, the last report that was presented by Glen Hanks Consulting Engineers is dated January 11, 2019 and I'm going to let Glen talk to the Board a little bit out of this report, go ahead Glen. Glen, can you hear us? Alright, give me one second just for the record of the meeting I want to mention that I lost connection through my phone, and I'm trying to connect once again. Ok, it's working, Linda can you hear me now?
Ms. Armstrong: Yes.
Ms. Duque: Ok, perfect. Glen, can you hear me now too? Mr. Hanks: Yes.
Ms. Duque: I'm sorry, I had an issue with the connection, so really fast Glen, I was mentioning to the Board that the last report that we received from Glen Hanks Consulting Engineers is dated January 11, 2019. So, I would like for you to please provide to the Board with your findings in accordance to this report.
Mr. Hanks: Ok, and this is ancient history, but back in 2018/2019 the District manager· at that  time, George Miller and Ken Cassel asked me to take a look at the
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conditions  of the lakes, especially related to the lake banks and whether or not there were concerns regarding erosion or other problems. At that time, we conducted a couple of site visits at that time and identified the slopes in several locations of the lake banks were steeper than what were originally designed, but we did not see any evidence of slope failure or impending problems at that time. So, we recommended that basically the community take a wait and see approach and do periodic monitoring of the condition to help catch a problem early on, rather than letting it get to a point of being a catastrophic situation. So, basically that's where we left things and it's been two years now and now, we're back at it again.
Ms. Duque: Thank you so much for that report Glen, I truly appreciate you getting in contact with me and providing  me with this information as well, and I think for the Board right now there are a couple of items that I will need direction on. Number one is, during my conversation with Glen, he told me there are 3 open invoices that haven't been paid. There is 1 invoice dated January 9, 2021 in the amount of $1,006.25, there is an invoice dated January 9, 2020 in the amount of $525 and there is another invoice dated November 11, 2019 in the amount of $1,093.75. So, those invoices are part of the conversations  and work that was requested to Glen back at that time, but they were never paid. So, at this point, since those services were provided to the District, I need a motion from the Board to approve those 3 invoices and pay our District engineer, Glen Hanks Consulting Engineers.
Ms. West: Just as a question, what was done on those invoices?
Ms. Duque: So, each invoice has a description of the services provided by the District engineer.
Ms. West: It's advising mostly, right, he didn't do any physical work?
Ms. Duque:  Some of them were part of physical work, and some of them were let's say time consuming, because Glen needed to go back to the records of the District and try to figure out what had been talked about two years or a year ago, they also had to investigate in one of those, the extent of the ownership of the CDD and the maintenance responsibility. It says that in one of the meetings, the Board of Supervisors  were doubting who was the responsible party for those lakes. For the record of today's meeting, the responsible party is the CDD for the lake and the lake banks.
Ms. West: Yes, we all know that.

Mr. Barak:  Now it's confirmed, we didn't know it before.  So, there's an invoice here from 2019, why are we just finding out about this?
Ms. Duque: Well, the answer I can provide you Benny is because I'm the new District manager, and I reached out to Glen because of the issue with the lake and through my conversation with Glen, he told me there are open invoices. So, I wouldn 't be able to answer that question from the past management company.  Glen, is there anything that you can provide the Board about this?
Ms. West: You did contact the old company? Ms. Duque: Glen?
Mr. Hanks: Yes ma'am?
Ms. Duque: I don't know if you can provide the Board of Supervisors with further information about why those invoices were never paid?
Mr. Hanks: I don't know as far as why, I can only take a guess at why they may have gone missing at the prior management office. I had been working at the time with the lake bank study with a gentleman by the name of George Miller, he had a number of health conditions and I believe they were increasing in severity and I think my invoices probably got lost in his inbox or backed up when he was having to take some extended time off for his illness. As for the work that was performed in December 2020, that was actually done in response to Ken Cassel's request to investigate and help him out with some flooding at that time in the Griffin Lakes area.
Ms. Armstrong: But what was 1/9/2021 for?
Mr. Hans: 1/9/2021, that was all services related to discussions with the manager, as far as potential emergency pump out locations and to have draw down of the water from a series of storms in early November.
Ms. Armstrong: Did we see that report because this is the first weever knew about it, and I think the minutes will reflect that, but do you have a report for that?
(At this point several people were talking at one time, and no one conversation could be heard)

Mr. Hanks:  Well, I think it was a question of we had discussions with DOT as far as the pump out locations. We investigated what would be appropriate sizes for an emergency pump out, as well as what we looked into what the record plans really had indicated and whether there was a possibility of any discharge from Griffin Lakes. At that

time that information was communicated verbally, and they had indicated that in emails to the manager.
Ms. Armstrong:   But we paid for that, and I would like to have it in writing so that we can have it in our record in case we get the flooding again, we have like the golden standard to look at it as to what we have to do. We don't know about this.
Mr. Barak: And why would he never mention it, not Ken, not George?
Ms. Christie: Was there any records from the financials they provided, nothing shows in there?
Ms. Duque: Danielle, sadly I actually received 8 boxes on Monday, this past Monday, so now we're going through the documentation and everything that we have. We have received from lnframark the geo trial for the fiscal year so that we can compare what it is now, but we have not received it. So, I have all of that with me, but I wouldn't be able to provide you with details about what was or what was not paid, I think your District engineer is actually up front and letting you know that those are invoices that are outstanding, and indeed it is work that he did, it's not like he's trying to come with an invoice.
Mr. Christie: Right.
Mr. Barak: And if I could just add one thing, he's specifically talking about specific instances in which we had issues on the property, and I know for a fact Ken was asked those issues, so I'm assuming Ken went to him for the information and never gave it out to us. So, those are legitimate times, because both of those times we had issues.
Ms. Armstrong:   Well, the last communication I had was that, if it got any higher, he was going to hire a truck to pump the water into Griffin Road, and I think it's better to ask for forgiveness than permission. (inaudible comment)
Ms. Christie: I remember that.
Ms. Wald: Linda, if you actually look at the invoice which is the one that's dated January 9, 2021, it has entries for November 5th, November 9th and December 2nd and it talks about exactly what you're talking about, an emergency pump out and plans that needed to be done, and also discussions about what you would need to do with the rainfall. So, those are the entries that you're talking about.
Ms. Duque: How legal is it Linda for a company to come and pump out the water and just dump it at Griffin Road, I really don't think that a procedure, and we have Glen,

and Glen will be able to provide us with more information about that, but just for clarify of today's record, I will not recommend the Board of Supervisors to pump out water from the lake and drop at the main road in Griffin Lakes. So, I really don't know why that information was provided to you Linda, and we have once again the District engineer over the phone today, and I think there are many other mechanisms that we could use if we got to that point.
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Ms. Armstrong: Ok, well I just don't want to lose that information from January 2021, we have to have it on file so that we can refer to it in the future.
Ms. Duque: Yes, and that actually Linda will be part of today's records of the meeting, this conversation, as well as the invoices and the description of those services.
Ms. Armstrong: Ok, good, excellent.
Ms. Wald: Hey Glen, if you have any reports or any documentation, or emails, that you provided the prior District Manager, either Ken or George, relating to these invoices, can you forward those to Juliana so she can have those in the record?
Mr. Hanks: Yes, and I just went through and just pulled off a quick search, and I did find correspondence with Ken Cassell from early November 2020 where we had discussed potential pump out locations, as well as what the efficacy would be of different size pumps, what the efficacy would be if you were to go ahead and start pumping into the DOT right-of-way, and how long would it take for a particular size pump to manifest itself and any noticeable change in the onsite condition.
Ms. Wald: Great.
Mr. Hanks: So, I'll be happy to go ahead and send that on. Ms. Armstrong: Ok, thank you.
Ms. Wald: Perfect, and you're certifying Glen, just for the Board's edification, that you submitted these invoices to lnframark and they have not been paid.
Mr. Hanks: Exactly.
Ms. Wald: Ok. So, you have in your budget $3,000 each year and these are over the span of two fiscal years anyway.
Ms. Duque: That is correct, it would actually be $2,625 for the three of them.
Ms. Wald: But you have the money in your budget for this fiscal year to pay for these invoices, which are being provided and I doubt if your District engineer is certifying

that he wasn't paid if he was paid, because then he would be facing criminal issues, and I doubt if he would want to do that for a measly $2,600.
Ms. Christie: Right , I motion to pay Glen Hanks Consulting Engineers. Ms. Wald: Is there a second to the motion so we can discuss it?
Mr. Barak: I second it.
Ms. Wald: Now let's discuss it.
Ms. West:  Glen, your suggestion that we pump out the lakes, now back in 2005 we had a problem like this almost every year, and I had a company come out, and they said, where would we put the water? If we put it in the land, it will go right back in the lakes and we can't put it outside the property, so what's the legality of that, and how can you pump it out, where would you put the water?
Mr. Hanks: Well, that's probably why Ken had mentioned that the issue with regards to asking forgiveness after the fact from DOT.
Ms. West: That's nice to say but somebody has to pay the fine.
Ms. Wald: Right, if he got caught, and I would not recommend that as your District counsel of acting in that way, if this ever happens again, my advice would be to go back to Glen and to get proposals from companies that would actually, you pump into the receptacle trucks and take it away.
Mr. Hanks: But that's not a realistic option to pump it into a truck to take it away, the volumes that we're talking about that would be involved in pumping out the system· are enormous.
Ms. West: Well, Glen is there any other options because this is a constant recurring condition?
Mr. Hanks: The way that this drainage system was designed in 2000 or 2002, it was designed a zero discharge system, it does not have a mechanism for moving the water offsite.
Ms. Duque: So, Glen, just for clarity, that means, are the lakes connected among themselves, but they don't go out to any other location?
Ms. Wald: Correct.
Mr. Hanks: That is correct, the lakes are interconnected within the property, but there is no pipe leading from the property to DOT or to the county stuff that would allow this to draw down or delete down. We had some preliminary discussions with DOT, that
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section of Griffin Road has a number of issues itself with their drainage with an older section of Griffin Road, and their discharges are limited. As far as, could something be pursued possibly, but in terms of modifying the permit, I mean you already have a functioning permit. It was reviewed by the government entity, then approved, and it was operated in this manner for almost 20 years. It would be a hard case to present to DOT and South Florida Water Management District or Broward County that there's a hardship and a good reason to justify some kind of discharge. I'd like to, in my designs when I'm doing developments, I always recommend that there be a discharge for this very reason, in that when you do have extended periods of rainfall, the water levels on a zero discharge system just keep on creeping up. Having a discharge helps to restore the functionality of the site, meaning access along the road, the sidewalks and grass areas, so it allows for the restoration of that act just a little bit quicker than a zero discharge system.
Ms. West: Is there any suggestion that we change the banks, would that help?
Mr. Hanks: No, changing the banks, well it would probably not result in a meaningful or observable change. The computer model, we model down to a 100th of an inch or a 100th of a foot which is about a quarter of an inch in elevation, and you're not going to see that in the real world. It just doesn't happen, our accuracy on the program is more accurate than the information we're putting in, so you're not going to see those changes in real life.
Ms. West: So, what we have to do is something equal, it's never gone into a house, it's just gone up to their yards, and over the years we've just told the people, it's not going in your house, don't worry about it. Is that feasible?
Ms. Christie: Is that the only thing we can do?
Ms. West: That's what I was told years ago because I remember back like in 2007 I think, I really don't remember what year, but way back, the first time we had the lake overflowing and going all the way up to the people's yards, and sometimes even into the yard, never went into the house.
Ms. Christie: On lake #2 it's like that, that's the problem, I've seen it go way up on that one back.
Ms. Duque:  Glen, so what's your recommendation to the Board at this point? What do you believe the Board needs to do? Do we need to come back to the property

again, look at all of our lakes, and provide a report so that the Board knows the current status of those lakes, and perhaps provide the Board with possible solutions for future flooding issues? What do you believe is the next step?
Mr. Hanks: Let's go ahead and let's separate out the storage or the flooding issue with the lake bank and condition because I've heard both of these things go around and the report of 2019 was pertaining to erosion problems .
Ms. Duque: Yes.
Mr. Hanks:  So, let's break those two things out because your erosion problems are not going to make a huge difference in any perceived way.  Are there options that may be available to the Griffin Lakes Community Development District, yes there might be, it might be somewhat of a compromise in terms of the solution. It's not going to be optimal but, one thing that we really want to keep  in mind is the reason we establish these standards for the building's finished floor, as well as the parking lot elevation, are to help protect the property, protect residences and protect motor vehicles from flooding and to allow the continued access along the roads and parking lots. One option, and I would need to take a little bit more look at what the existing grades are, if the finished floors of the various buildings, if those are upon Griffin Road. What may be an option would be to actually cut down the perimeter berm so that if the water levels onsite start to creep up and they approach the finished floor, they overtop into Griffin Road before they will ever get to your finished floor. There you're not pumping, there it's just the flow of water off your property.  The only requirement that you have to do, or basically what you have to do is you have to provide a perimeter that is equal to your 25-year flood, that's a stage resulting from a 25 year storm or a 4% chance of happening any given year.
Ms. Duque: Glen, just a question before you continue about this option that you're providing to the Board, in terms of Griffin Road and the perimeter berm, I'm looking at the lakes, the 5 lakes that we have, there is actually the 3 of them and it's my understanding the ones that create more of the issues with the flooding is actually inside the community, it's pretty far from the Griffin Lake Road, am I correct?
Mr. Barak: 100%, it's close to Anglers .
Ms. Duque: Yes, because it's actually the lake in the middle of the community. Mr. Barak: Also, the second lake by the exit.
Ms. West: Right, the second lake as you come in.

Ms. Duque: Right, by the exit.


(At this point several people were talking at one time, and no one conversation could be heard)

Mr. Hanks:  So, coming in off of Anglers, is this the lake on the right or the left that's causing the problem?
Ms. West: The south side.
Ms. Duque: The south side one.
Mr. Hanks: Ok, and where do you see this problem, where does it first appear? Mr. Barak: It literally washes on to the patios.

(At this point several people were talking at one time, and no one conversation could be heard)

Ms. Duque:   Let's do this Glen, I think we actually need to perhaps meet onsite and look at those lakes right now, and kind of understand, Harry will be able to guide us and show us which are the most problematic lakes when it comes to the flooding and then we tackle those two, flooding as one issue, and the erosion as the other issue, but at this point Glen, I think we pretty much need to start from zero.
Mr. Hanks: Ok.
Ms. West: Please though, the flooding problem goes way back to when the place was built, because as of the very first year, we had flooding.
(At this point several people were talking at one time, and no one conversation could be heard)

Mr. Barak: Our bigger concern is erosion. Ms. Duque: Ok.
Mr. Hanks: Ok, which then I would say then to the erosion issue, it's not clear to me that is even a COD problem.   I am unsure after looking at an early engineer's report to the Community Development District dating back to before construction, and the deeds and recorded easements, I'm still unsure as to what the exact limits of COD responsibility are. The COD appears to have funded the construction of water, sewer, the construction of the onsite lakes, as well as the roadway up to the guardhouse and the turn lane on
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Anglers. It also has a line item in there for earthwork and seawall for three quarters of a million dollars in 2002. There may have been a situation where the District funded the construction of these items, but just because the District funded the construction of these items, doesn't mean that they own it currently, or that they have the responsibility to maintain it. So, the deeds of the lake were conveyed to the COD and it appears that corresponds to the designed water level, or the edge of water. The other portions of the lake bank appear to be owned by the homeowner's association or condo association. The same thing with the onsite drainage and onsite parking, and driveways, that appears to be a condo and a homeowner's association issue, but as the HOA and the COD overlap in their geographic boundaries, I'm not sure if this division between HOA responsibility and COD responsibility are efficient, I don't know, and I'd also be looking to Ginger for some insight as to what the authorizing legislation for the COD says as far as the responsibilities for maintenance as well as what the obligations are established under Florida Statutes or under Florida Administrative Code for the COD.
Ms. Wald: Yes, the obligations are twofold, one as to the ownership of the lakes as you were just mentioning, and I think it was yesterday that I send Juliana the deeds, would be as follows; As to being the owner of the lakes themselves, depending on where limited lakes was, which sounds like what Glen is saying, is only the main water mark, and with that, that's the only responsibility from an ownership aspect that the COD would have. The secondary part is, as the COD being responsible for an owner of the stormwater management system, if the lake banks, that other area that the COD does not own, but I think has an easement over, the question would become this, does the erosion that has occurred, and this is where you and I would have to talk Glen because if the erosion had occurred, is that specifically related to the functionality of the stormwater management system? If it affects the functionality of the stormwater management system which the COD owns and operates and has responsibility for, then the COD then takes that responsibility.   If it does not, if the opposite is true, then the COD does not have the responsibility for the erosion, so it's more than just a concept that is pure lineal as opposed to a deed, which we could do a survey if we need to and see where it is, but it's more along the lines of, is this affecting the system as a whole, and so that's where you need the expertise of your District engineer to provide that basis. Now, I have had in different communities where it has affected the stormwater management system, and I've
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had in other communities where it has not, it was purely aesthetics, so in that regard it really depends as to whether it's a fact or not. So, those are the two questions that we do have to meet, we do need to discuss as to responsibility but, knowing that the stormwater system and the lakes themselves are the District's responsibility, I think it is proper for the District engineer to review it, to provide an updated basis as to what he sees from the last couple of years, and then provide that report to the District itself. I think we're in the middle stages of this.
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Mr. Hanks: And another insight or piece of this, and it's just information, I'm not saying it one way or another, but in years past there's the Broward County Stormwater Management license renewal that occurs every 4 or 5 years which requires the inspection of the drainage system by a professional engineer certification that it's competent, that there haven't been any modifications, it's functioning properly, etc. The last two times that I've been involved on that stormwater management recertification at Griffin Lakes or Villas at Harbor Isles, or whatever they call the community, I had been under contract with the COD, not the homeowne'rs association.
Ms. Duque: Question for you Glen, when was the last time that inspection took
place?
Mr. Hanks: What year, that was 2016. Ms. Wald: It is the District's permit.
Ms. West: Is that when they found that the pipe was clogged and they had to take
stuff out and put a screen in? Ms. Duque: Most likely.
Mr. Hanks: Well, there was a clog 8 years ago, not the proceeding recertification, but the proceeding recertification where there was a pipe that was terminated in the lake bank itself, it never reached the lake itself.
Ms. West: Oh no, I wasn't talking about that. Mr. Hanks: That wasn't the issue?
Ms. West: No, you're talking about the one in the street just ended, and it didn't go into the lake, yes, we had that fixed.
Ms. Wald: Well, we had that done is 2016.
Ms. Duque: So that's the last time they cleaned the stormwater system.
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Ms. Wald: Yes, that was 2016. So, Glen I would agree with you, the COD is the one with the permit, you would be doing the recertification which is coming around soon anyway, so I think this is the perfect time for this to be reviewed also with the issues that the District is having, and so that would make sense and then come back to the Board with that information as well.
Mr. Hanks: Ok.
Ms. Wald: If anyone else has any other questions for Glen, please come up, and don't forget we still have a motion pending.
Ms. Duque: Yes. Are there any other questions for Glen? Not hearing any, thank you so much Glen for your time, I truly appreciate it and I know the Board appreciates it as well. We will get in contact with each other after the meeting and we'll include Ginger as well.
Mr. Hanks: Ok, that's great.
Ms. Duque:  Thank you once again Glen.  So, I have a motion on the table made by Danielle, and seconded by Benny, all those in favor please say, aye.

On MOTION by Ms. Christie seconded by Mr. Barak with all in favor, authorizing staff to pay the 3 outstanding invoices to Glen Hanks Consulting Engineers in the amounts of
$1,006.25, $525 and $1,093.72 as stated on the record by Juliana Duque was approved.


Ms. Duque: And for the record, that's to approve the open invoices in the amount of $2,625 to Glen Hanks Consulting Engineers.

	Acceptance of the Fiscal Year 2020 Audit

Ms. Duque: Ok, so let's move forward to our next item, the next item that we have and once again, I'm changing some of the order of our regular agenda, but we also have acceptance of the fiscal year 2020 audit. So, in your agenda package the Board of Supervisors received the audit for the fiscal year 2020 from Berger, Toombs, Elam, Gaines and Frank, and we have Jay Gaines with us today. If you could please Jay provide the Board of Supervisors with information about this audit report.
Mr. Gaines: Yes, good afternoon. As she said my name is Jay Gaines, the audit director of Berger, Toombs, Elam, Gaines and Frank and we performed the audit for
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Griffin Lakes Community Development District for the year ending September 30, 2020. We issued an unmodified opinion which means that there were no material issues discovered during the audit and all the numbers reflected in the audit report are stated materially correct and because this is a governmental audit, we also issued a couple other reports. We issued a report on internal control and compliance which is required by governmental accounting standards and we are pleased to report that there were no internal control or compliance issues. The Auditor General requires us to prepare a management letter, and we had no findings in our management letter either from the prior year or this year. Lastly, the Auditor General also requires that we do report about the District's components with Section 218.415 of the Florida Statutes which deals with investments and the District abides by those statutory requirements during the fiscal year ending September 30, 2020. Now, if there are any questions about the report, I'll do my best to answer them.
Ms. Duque: Are there any questions?
(At this point several people were talking at one time, and no one conversation could be heard)

Ms. Duque: Benny has a question.
Mr. Barak: I'm noticing here, I guess agenda page #17, but I guess this is page 6 of the audit report, under governmental activities, change in net position, there's a really big difference in terms of the net position between 2020 and 2019, so I'm just curious why the interest and other proceeds could be a lot more and I'm just kind of curious where those are.
Ms. Duque:   Perhaps it's bond related, let's have Jay provide that answer.   Jay, did you hear the question?
Mr. Barak:  It looks like a loss in 2020.
Ms. Duque: So, if you go to page 6 of your report Jay, so Benny is questioning the net position at the beginning of the year for 2020 and 2019, and also the end of the year, so he is not seeing an increase and he is questioning the reason for it.
Ms. Duque: I believe it's bond refunding.
Ms. Wald: It says right here, look on the bottom.
Mr. Barak: Ok, well I'm looking at interest and other charges, is that what interest and other charges is?
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Ms. Wald: Yes, it says it right there.
Mr. Gaines: So, what generally happens, that's why it says interest and other charges, there are costs of issuance for refunding the bond, and they're included on that line.
Mr. Barak: So, is that a good thing or a bad thing?
Ms. Wald: It's a wash, it doesn't matter basically, because you have bond refunding, so you have the benefit from the bond refunding , but you have the costs that are related there too, and they have to account for that cost, so that's why it shows a higher amount at one versus the other. So, you did actually do better by doing a bond refunding but you still have to do the math in that on the CPA.
Mr. Barak: Ok.
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Ms. Wald: The key is you have a clean audit. Mr. Barak: Ok.
Mr. Gaines: And then recently, about 5 years ago, you used to capitalize those cost of issuance, and now you expense them in the year that the bond is issued, so that's a change that has occurred recently.
Mr. Barak: Ok, go it.
Ms. Duque: Yes, that make sense. Mr. Barak: Alright.
Ms. Duque: · Thank you so much Jay for that report. Are there any other questions from the Board? Hearing none, at this moment I will need a motion to accept the fiscal year 2020 audit.

On MOTION by Ms. Christie seconded by Mr. Barak with all in favor, accepting Fiscal Year 2020 audit was approved.


Ms.  Duque:	Once again Jay, thank you so much for joining us today, we appreciate it.
Mr. Gaines: Ok, have a good afternoon everybody, thank you. Ms. Duque: You too, thank you.
(At this point several people w ere talking at one time, and no one conversation could be heard)

A.  Discussion of Aquatic Treatment Report
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Ms. Duque: So, let's go back to our agenda, the next item is discussion of aquatic treatment report. So, lnframark has provided the Board of Supervisors with the report from Advanced Aquatic for the waterway management report, on the second page of your agenda . Are there any comments from the Board about it? This is pretty much letting the Board know that services were provided to those lakes according to the existing agreement.   One item that I do want to mention to the Board of Supervisors is that going back to what I have received so far from lnframark, and this is kind of preparing the Board of Supervisors too, because at the next meeting we are proposing the budget. So, for lake and wetland with Advanced Aquatic services, according to the existing agreement it is $390 per month, that's how much you pay for the services. So, that would be a total amount of $4,680 per year, and according to your budget it reflects
$3,540, that is $1,140 less that amount, and I'm just letting the Board of Supervisors know because when we go back, my company and the accounting department, to work on those numbers, we need to make sure we either have the numbers according to our current agreement, or when we work with projections, let's say, we noticed through this entire year the repair and maintenance, and why they're being hired, those are the projections that we try to set up for our next fiscal year, that's very important for the Board to know and to be aware of. Why we have this amount and not the $4,680, I cannot answer that question.   I don't have the G/L trail yet to how much is being paid, perhaps the amount is less, I don't know, but as far as I know in the existing contract, you should be paying $390 per month, so we're short.
Mr. Goldberg: Was there an additional contract or an amendment to that contract for cleaning of the lake because that would allow for the difference? It got done, but that would allow for the difference.
Ms. Duque: Right, and I don't have it at this moment, you could be right Harry, I mean there could be many reasons behind it, but since those are my findings, it's my responsibility to let the Board of Supervisors where I am right now.
(At this point several people were talking at one time, and no one conversation could be heard)

Ms. West: So, if they were being paid the $390, then how come it doesn't equal the amount?
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Ms. Duque: When I look back at your financials, and pretty much what I had was the check register for this past month, we do aquatic services that was paid in March, and both financials go up to March 31st. It says the contract lake wetland, $295 and then we have R&M lake for $95, a total amount of $390, so it could or could not be, because once again the total amount is $390. What they are doing for R&M lake, I really don't understand how they divide that, but it is $390.
Mr. Barak: Then we're over budget.
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Ms. Duque: Well, you're pretty much, you budgeted in 2020 for $3,590 and in reality, you have to pay $4,680, so you're short $1,000. Once again, you have contingency and you might be able to get the money from contingency, but if a resident comes to you Benny or the Board of Supervisors and asks you, why are we paying this, my perception is you need to be clear in what you have per your contract and what is reflected in your budget. Once again, one thing is, this is my contract, this is how much we're paying "X" vendor for the services, and this is what we have in the budget. Other items, like repairs and maintenance is very difficult for you to say, but you can go back to what you have paid throughout the entire fiscal year and say, ok we repaired, we did this, and it's $10 here and $20 here, and more or less we have spent this amount of money, that's what you project for the next fiscal year.   So, there are two things when you come to contract, and my suggestion to the Board is to make sure we reflect those exact amounts or even have a little bit of cushion, but not less because you don't want to be moving money from contingency for other items.
(At this point several people were talking at one time, and no one conversation could be heard)

Ms. Duque: That's the only item I would like to inform the Board of Supervisors. So, let's move forward to the discussion of landscape agreement. So, this is another important item that I would like to present to the Board because the intention of the Board is to enter into an agreement which is part of the attorney's report today, between the HOA and the COD.   Looking back once again at the existing landscape agreements which the District has an agreement with Cutters Edge Lawn & Maintenance apparently because the document that I received is not fully executed, so I don't have a fully executed document. It's dated, or goes back to it seems 2012, that's when the proposal

was presented, but as for the record, and what has been provided to me, it's not fully executed by the parties, either by the District or the landscape company,  so that's number one.   Number two is the same scenario we're seeing with Lake & Wetland as with the landscape contract. So, the landscape contract as it shows in 2012, which is the one that we have in our records, has a total amount of $21,523.80. When I look at the math, and some of the documents that I have received,  and add up the line items that you have in your budget, that actually comes out to be $28,666, not to mention that tree trimming is not included as part of your budget. There was an invoice back from 2017 in the amount of $1,350 which was negotiated and it ended up being $1,200,  but still, it's not part of your budget, it's a part of your contract. So, I don't know where the money is being moved from, or how that is being handled. So, roughly, and looking at the entire landscape contract, you guys are short $8,492.20 annually from the landscape. Once again, this is a concern to me because I don't have the G/L trail for the entire fiscal year. I want to make sure what it is that you guys are paying and how you're paying it and let me give you an example. If you go back to your financial reports, you're going to be able to see that for the month of March the check register shows, irrigation system repairs, so you have as per your contract $120 which if you add that up, it gives you the exact amount that you have in your budget, so we're good there, but when  it comes to the parts, repairs and maintenance, it was a total of $307.48, that's not part of your budget. So, the description of your budget for 2020, and let me just go back to it and in the description of your budget and the explanation of each line item, when it comes to irrigation it says, contracts & irrigation, the District has a contract with Cutters Edge to provide irrigation and wet checks for the District. Monthly amount is $120 plus the cost of repairs and parts. Once again, the budget the Board adopted in 2020 for irrigation was in the amount of $1,440, so that doesn't cover repairs and maintenance,  you didn't have that there, so my assumption is that money is coming from miscellaneous or contingency. Once again, I was to provide this information to the Board because I want the Board, number one, to give me direction and perhaps tell me if you agree with my statement. I believe we need to make sure what we're using for irrigation is part of our budget and irrigation system, that means, the contract and any additional expenditure that comes from repairs and maintenance. We're going to be providing, or entering into  an agreement with your HOA, and we need to make sure that Harry has the total amount

that he can use for that fiscal year for the service and for the repairs because at the end if we have certain money for contingencies, that contingency is for those items that we didn't perceive we were going to be handling throughout that fiscal year, but if the contingency is eating up a lot of other services that should have been part of our budget, so then the District would be left with no money for contingency, so that's my concern.
Ms. Christie: So, you don't have all of the previous information, you said you just got the boxes on Monday.
Ms. Duque: That is correct, yes.
Ms. Christie: So, it could be that maybe some of the miscellaneous or whatever is in the wrong spots, and maybe we just need to allocate it appropriately.
Ms. Duque: That could be one option. The other option is our existing contracts does not reflect the exact amount that you need to have in your budget, our current budget does not reflect the exact amount that you have to have in those particular line items.  So, I want to make sure, once again, my accounting department asked for all of the G/L trail for the fiscal year so that we have more or less an understanding of what the status of the District is in terms of payments, what's the allocation, so when we propose the budget, we have a specific line item, but I want the Board to be aware of it.
Ms. Christie: Then it's going to be crazy off from what it was. Ms. Duque: It might not be Danielle, it could.
Ms. Wald: I just went through this yellow pad, it's easier for me to read my handwriting than anyone else's but, 2012 is when this was entered into with Cutters Edge, and I went forward from that time period, and in 2015 we did a 1 year extension, and we were going to go out for a RFP, and we chose not to because at that time, talking about the condo association taking it over, and I actually prepared an agreement with that one, but it never happened. You stayed with Cutters Edge, and stayed with the same amount as the original contract in 2012, so we left it on that status and then just used Cutters Edge when you needed tree trimming as necessary,  and additional plantings from what I can tell from the old contract, so that has never changed.
Ms. West: We never had a true amount that we were paying because they were nickel and diming on other things.
Ms. Wald: Well, you have a true amount as to the agreement, but they would come back, or you would get several proposals for other things, so just the tree trimming
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would come, or additional plantings, and we're going to get to the maintenance agreement soon, and it may just be worthwhile, and again I'm just throwing this out there, Teri, instead of doing an assignment, well at least this contract, you may want to just go out and get your own landscaper and your own contractor. It's still going to be under the threshold amount.
Ms. Duque:  I know Harry feels comfortable with this particular company, and once again, we're not talking about the company itself, unless the Board believes different. know the company itself Harry feels comfortable with it.
Ms. Wald: I would recommend, I think I recommended this back in 2015 when we were talking about that RFP, at least reading my notes, is to put together in the RFP not just regular irrigation landscaping, but to add the tree trimming, add the hurricane clean up, add the mulch, add all of those things in one contract, then you know exactly what you're going to be spending, but for whatever reason that was never done.
Mr. Goldberg: Just so you know, Cutters Edge does do that and every year what they do, they send out to the manager's what the tree trimming would be and what the mulch would be, so we do have an idea of what should be budgeted.
Ms. Wald: And at least in all my own Districts, not all of them, but almost all of them, is everything is included in the contract, and then you know exactly what you're paying for, and then if they try to increase mulch because bags went up 50 cents or whatever, or a load, then you can say, no I have a contract for this, too bad, you don't get to make that much money, you locked them in, and with tree trimming too, the special tree trimming obviously it's the labor expense, but then you have them locked in for that and then you'll know exactly what you're going to be paying, of course you have repairs, and you might want to replace some plants, and annuals and those type of things. So, that's going to be your contingency on landscaping, but in that regard, when we go to the next part, you might want to just look into doing that, because I know we have assignments on here too.
Ms. Duque: Correct. So, before we go to that discussion as mentioned by Ginger, that's all I have to report to the Board of Supervisors under the District's manager's report, unless there are any other questions from the Board.
Mr. Goldberg: And actually, I have one more thing, so I know you wanted to prepare them about the budget, we also need to prepare them about the mulch aspect of
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the budget, because the mulch has been over, and we don't what it's budgeted for. Suppose we had budgeted for $4,670 times two, so that would be like around $9,000, but you're budgeted for $14,882, so maybe that extra money was for tree trimming or something, but we also need to allocate money for tree trimming for next time.
Ms. Duque: Correct.
Mr. Goldberg: Another issue that you might be surprised at is that fountain, because I know the fountain has been repaired many times, and if you'll notice on the most recent report you received, no payments have been made to them since October, and I know it's been fixed since then several times, and you know that Teri, right?
Ms. West: Yes, last October.
Mr. Goldberg: So, I don't know we are not paying them as well, that's it. Ms. Duque: Harry, thank you so much for that.
(At this point several people were talking at one time, and no one conversation could be heard)


FOURTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Attorney's Report
Ms. Duque: So, thank you once again Harry, let's move forward to attorney's report, go ahead Ginger.

A. Consideration of Maintenance Agreement Between the HOA and the CDD
Ms. Wald: Yes, so the maintenance agreement was prepared by Vanessa in my office, and it's actually dated May 11th, but it's not executed so we have to revise that. It provides for the different services including the landscaping, the irrigation, lakes, lake fountain improvements, and it will be submitted over to the HOA. Along with that, she has prepared some assignments, assignment and assumption of the contracts that the District already has, one being with your Advanced Aquatic services, the other one being with Cutters Edge, but depending on what we just discussed but, those type of contracts that the District already had in place that would need to be executed by the District, and also by the vendor to submit over to the condo association, I keep saying HOA, I apologize for that. With that, in the maintenance agreement with the HOA as we know, and that's why it's important as to what we're going to be doing with the budget next month, the payments to the condo association would be pursuant to the approved budget that you do here in the COD. What we have recommended doing is quarterly payments

to the condo association, so we would make those payments quarterly and then of course they would have the money in their account to go ahead and pay on a monthly basis, and then you'd get another quarter, and so on. They would have to provide the invoices and an accounting to Juliana as your District manager and also treasurer to make sure everything is on balance because we are a governmental entity, and we need to make sure that's being done. She has zero dollars for funding for extra work, anything that would come that way would have to be approved by the Board, unless it was within the monetary discretion of the District manager. So, that's basically the summary of the nuts and bolts of the maintenance agreement. As I said, it has not been executed, and I don't know where the condo association is in the review of it, it may kind of be pending legal review, it may kind of be pending what the District is going to have as to the budget, or it may be, hey, we need to make sure everything is paid before we take this over, and so those are the type of things. So, I'm going to turn it back over to Harry but that's where our office is in the drafting of the documents.
Mr. Goldberg: Do you know what the manager monetary amount is? Ms. Wald: I don't, do you?
Ms. Duque: No.
Mr. Goldberg: That's very important.
Ms. Duque:   It is, and that's what we were talking about, we need to make sure that the agreement that we have, and the exact amount that we're paying is the one reflected on the agreement, that's very important.
Ms. Wald: You mean the discretionary amount?
Mr. Goldberg: Yes, the discretionary amount for the District manager. Ms. Duque: For the District manager?
Ms. Wald: I would recommend if we don't know specifically what it is, and I can go back and look at my yellow pad, I just say we start from scratch as a Board and we set that up, and we probably should do it with the budget, and it could be anywhere, I have Districts that are small that it's $500, and I have Districts that are large and it's $25,000. So, I would say you figure out, if something breaks, some kind of irrigation line breaks, or something breaks, that it's going to be the responsibility of the District manager.
Ms. Duque: An emergency.
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Ms. Wald: Right, if it's an emergency basis, and only what we have in a motion or in a resolution is you're giving the authority to the District manager to authorize the funds up to "X" number of dollars, let's just say $1,000 and also in conjunction  with the chairman or the vice chairman so they know what's going on. That's what we have in most of my Districts, and Juliana as well, because she manages some of my Districts, so that's what I recommend the Board do. I have a feeling in the back of my head that Ken had $500, but it's a big memory, so I just say start from scratch, since you have a new District manager to move forward with that and have a motion in that regard so you have it in writing and official, and that would make sense.
Mr. Goldberg: So, the HOA is right now prepared to sign the agreement, Linda would have signed it today, but we don't have any numbers, and so we were under the impression that we were waiting for the budgetary numbers before we sign  the agreement because you don't know what it's going to be.
Ms. Wald: That makes sense.
Mr. Goldberg: But verbally yes, the association is on board, our attorneys have reviewed it, Vanessa made the changes that were needed, and we're all good.
Ms. Wald:   Ok, so let's do this, since we're doing the budget next month, so instead of having this transfer happen in May, since you have to figure out what you owe to some of these vendors and figure out what's supposed to be paid, give another month and then we'll just change the date on it, and then let's talk about whether you want to do the assumption and assignments, or do you want the COD just to cancel those contracts, but talk to Juliana, but not here and not now.
Mr. Goldberg: She already knows, she sort of already answered it.
Ms. Wald: It sounds like it, and then we know which ones need to be done. Mr. Goldberg: Thank you.
Ms. Wald: And if we don't, let's get new ones. As long as it's under threshold, and they have insurance, I'm good with that, that's all I care about. Are there any questions?
Ms. Duque: Thank you Ginger, so would the Board like to make a motion in terms of the discretionary amount for the District manager?
Mr. Barak: $1,000?
Ms. West: What is it for?
Ms. Wald: So, if something breaks, it's an emergency basis.

Ms. West: Ok, that's what I'm trying to question because he said $1,000, and I'm thinking for what?
Ms. Wald: Well, that's what I'm saying, it could be anything, at any amount you want to do, if something breaks.
Ms. West:	Oh, so what you're saying is, he's allowed to go ahead and act on anything under a certain amount.
Mr. Goldberg: Well Juliana is, she's your manager. Ms. Wald: Juliana is your District manager.
Ms. Duque: So, Harry will send me, or Harry will say, Juliana, we have an emergency with the irrigation pump, now we have to change something, or I don't know it could be anything, it's going to cost us $800, so if the Board agrees to the $1,000, so he will send it to me and I will say, yes, I have the discretionary amount for the account and this $800, go ahead and do the work and we'll ratify it during the next meeting.
Ms. Wald: Only when something comes up, that's it, and then it comes back to the Board to be ratified.
Ms. West: There's no yearly amount.
Ms. Wald: No, you can set it if you want to. Like I said, I have one Board that has
$5,000, and now they're huge, it's Bonterra, it has a $5,000 discretionary fund for the District manager per month, but they're huge. So, if it goes beyond that amount, he can't do it and he has to wait until the month, because they meet monthly too.
Ms. West: So, if were to say $1,000, that would be for the year or the month? Ms. Wald: Well, it depends what you want, you can say whatever you want.
would recommend that, you figure out your budget, you see what makes the most sense, what do these average little emergencies go like, if you did $1,000 per monthly, you want to know what you have in your contingency as your cap, and then you'd put the cap as your contingency. So, you really want those budget numbers.
Ms. West: Right.
Ms. Wald: I mean you could do it now just to have it in place, but are we going to need that now?
Ms. Duque: We are, we may have to because of the budget, Ginger we need to make sure for the proposed budget.
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Ms. Wald: Oh yes, so you could do something now if you wanted to, you just say, hey, for this month you can have Juliana, a motion to authorize her to expend not to exceed of $500 if something comes up for this month until the meeting.   You could do that, and then you could have real numbers when we get to the budget, you could even do a resolution if you wanted to.
Ms. Duque: Or we can just wait until we do the budget and try and see numbers and then from there the Board can decide.
Ms. Wald: Of course.
Ms. West: Right , that would make more sense.
(At this point several people were talking at one time, and no one conversation could be heard)

Ms. Wald: When is our budget hearing speaking of which?
Ms. Duque:	Well, the next meeting will actually be in June, that's when I'm planning to present the budget, that will be actually on June 10th.
Ms. Wald: Alright, that's when will do it, June 10th, that's fine, I'll be here.
(At this point several people were talking at one time, and no one conversation could be heard)

FIFTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Supervisor Requests
Ms. Duque:	So, I think we're all set, let's move forward with our Supervisors requests, are there any Supervisors request at this time?
Ms. Armstrong: I just have one request, if there were any handouts given today, if you would save them, and I can pick them up tomorrow.
Ms. Wald: Send her the one thing that you had with Glen. Ms. Duque: Yes, of course Linda.
Ms. Armstrong: Ok, alright, thank you, and I'm at the airport now so I'm going to sign, and then once I get into my gate, if you're still working, I'll try to get back on.
Ms. Duque:	Ok, Linda, have a safe trip.	Are there any other Supervisors requests?
Ms. West: The website, the Community Development District website is up? Ms. Duque: Yes, remember, we'll be working on all of that, yes.
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(At this point several people were talking at one time, and no one conversation could be heard)


SIXTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Approval of March 2021 Financial
Report and Check Register
Ms. Duque: The next item we have is approval of the March 2021 financial report and check register. They have been attached to your agenda package, and I'll need a motion to approve those as presented by lnframark.

On MOTION by Mr. Barak seconded by Ms. Christie with all in favor, the Financial Report and the Check Register were approved.


SEVENTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Approval of the Minutes  of the
April 8, 2021 Meeting
Ms. Duque: The next item is the approval of the minutes of the April 8, 2021 meeting. This is the moment to present any additions, corrections or deletions to those. If there are none, a motion to approve them will take place.

On MOTION by Ms. DiComo  seconded by Ms. West with all in favor, the Minutes of the April 8, 2021 Meeting were approved.


EIGHTH ORDER OF BUSINESS	Adjournment
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Ms. Duque: A motion to adjourn will take place.

On MOTION by Ms. West seconded by Mr. Barak with all in favor, the meeting was adjourned.
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